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For the Next 20 MinutesFor the Next 20 Minutes……..

What What ISIS reference work? reference work? 
Your libraryYour library’’s mission determines the scope of s mission determines the scope of 
the reference collection and service providedthe reference collection and service provided
Conducting reference interviews: how we help Conducting reference interviews: how we help 
our patrons navigate the world of informationour patrons navigate the world of information
Determining appropriate reference materials.  Determining appropriate reference materials.  
Sources for bibliographies of text, online,         Sources for bibliographies of text, online,         
media and other reference materialmedia and other reference material

 
 
A little ambitious, isn’t it, summarizing at least one if not two semesters in 20 minutes?  
Reference work constitutes one of the two core disciplines of librarianship.  And, no, as we are 
all well aware, Google hasn’t and will not replace the librarian.   
 
 

Elizabeth F. (Liza) Stabler is the librarian at Temple Emanu-El in New 
York. Previously Liza worked at the 92nd Street Y, where in addition to 
her library responsibilities, she initiated book discussion groups and 
launched the Summer Camp Reading Club. She is the immediate past 
president of the NYMA chapter of AJL. Liza graduated with an AB in 
Anthropology from Bryn Mawr College and received her MS from 
Columbia University’s School of Library Service with honors. 
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So, What So, What Is Is Reference?Reference?

Thorough investigation into a particular subject, Thorough investigation into a particular subject, 
person or ideaperson or idea
Matching the patronMatching the patron’’s ability and needs with s ability and needs with 
appropriate materialappropriate material
Quick answers Quick answers –– ready referenceready reference
ReadersReaders’’ Advisory Advisory 
Using the libraryUsing the library’’s catalog for searchess catalog for searches
Enhancing the libraryEnhancing the library’’s catalog s catalog 
And moreAnd more……

 
Group Discussion 
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Setting Policies for ReferenceSetting Policies for Reference

Whom does your library serve?Whom does your library serve?
Where are the boundaries of service?Where are the boundaries of service?
How will you provide reference service:  How will you provide reference service:  
inin--person, phone, eperson, phone, e--mail, fax, web, etc.mail, fax, web, etc.
Some of the challenges you may faceSome of the challenges you may face

 
Every library needs a reference policy which has been approved by your administrator and 
possibly the board. 
1.  Before you develop a policy or implement one which already exists, you need to know the 
community of users for your library.  I’ll address this in greater detail a little later.  
2.  Boundaries are often challenging but I can assure you that it’s okay to say no when it’s 
appropriate – in fact, it’s a sign of a secure and mature professional.  
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Where will you refer people who don’t belong to your service community or when you do not 
have the resources to answer their questions?  
Think about the ethics of using your resources for those not in your “net”, as it were, instead of 
those entitled to your service.  
3.  How we do reference: Some libraries don’t accept phone, e-mail or fax inquiries – it’s okay if 
you don’t have the time and will only accept person-to-person inquiries. 
4. Will you look up information on the Web that is not in the subject area of your library – for 
example, travel information for a congregant and call her back with the results?   
Or, does your reference policy state that she would be free to look up whatever she wants on the 
library’s internet computer(s)?  Or, that the library’s internet service users are limited to Judaica? 
Do certain patrons have priority over others and can they accept different levels of service?  The 
principal, the rabbi, the president of the board, etc. 
And, now for the worst, What about parents’doing their children’s work?  Will your institution 
back you if you urge little Doodles to do his own research or come for his own books?  
Do you need / have an internet policy for minors?  How is it enforced? 
What about the Press who always seem to be in a dither of deadlines?  Should they be using tax-
supported sources instead of your privately-supported library? 
Who is permitted to speak for your institution when the press calls?   
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The Reference InterviewThe Reference Interview

The interview is ABOUT THE PATRON , not The interview is ABOUT THE PATRON , not 
about what the librarian knowsabout what the librarian knows

Take the time to find out what specifically is Take the time to find out what specifically is 
being researchedbeing researched

Be alert to different learning styles and abilitiesBe alert to different learning styles and abilities

Goal: Teach patrons how to look for information Goal: Teach patrons how to look for information 
independentlyindependently

 
 
1. No divas of knowledge need apply.  Try to remember that it’s not about  
2. The first questions the patron asks may not be what she really wants to know but a tangential 

way of getting to the subject. It sometimes takes a few inquiries to get to the heart of the 
matter.  I’m sure you all have many examples of this process 

3. In my personal experience this skill is the essence of a really good librarian.  It’s honed by 
experience but is not hard to develop if you keep focusing on the patron.  I try to remember 
how bewildered I was the first time I walked into Columbia’s Library School Library with all 
those reference sources I’d never seen before.  Be aware that patrons may be experiencing 
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feelings ranging from shyness to obnoxious pomposity when faced with their own lack of 
knowledge in a new field.  

4.  Librarians aim to lead patrons towards autonomous information seeking. That doesn’t mean 
you aren’t providing an appropriate levels of service.  In schools it’s particularly important, 
of course.   

It’s not always possible, however – if you’re rushed or have half a dozen people waiting for your 
help, it may be more efficient simply to get the book off the shelf rather than help the patron 
search the OPAC. 
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Building Your Reference CollectionBuilding Your Reference Collection

What is your budget for reference?What is your budget for reference?
What are your space constraintsWhat are your space constraints
Know your communityKnow your community
Learn this communityLearn this community’’s needs & beliefss needs & beliefs
Keep material up to dateKeep material up to date
How much will be in print and how much How much will be in print and how much 
online?online?

 
1. What’s your budget will define the scope of the collection.  It will determine what and how 
much you can acquire. 
2. Figure out how much shelf space you will have and where Reference materials are shelved 
3.  Before you can build or build on a collection you need to know who will be using it.  Take the 
time to figure out whom you’re serving and the constituent groups of that community.   
4.  What will your patrons need?   What can you acquire and what should you avoid?  
Check with your administrators about policies with which you will be expected to comply.  
Some of these may conflict with your ideas about freedom of information.  For example, if yours 
is a Reform Congregation, would you be able to buy Orthodox siddurim for the reference?  Will 
an orthodox day school accept picture books with secular images?   
Does your synagogue encourage members to give drashes? You’ll need the suitable 
commentaries for this particular population.    
Are the students in your high school academically driven?  You could probably skip buying 
elementary-level encyclopedias. 
How are the programs and curricula designed and will you have input? – or even information 
about assignments.   
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5. Make sure you’re replacing out dated material but remember that some older reference books 
are irreplaceable.  The JE and Universal Jewish Encyclopedia are examples.  As is the 1972 EJ 
because the new edition has no illustrations.  
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Quick Guide to Reference SourcesQuick Guide to Reference Sources

ALA ALA 
Association of Jewish LibrariesAssociation of Jewish Libraries
AviAvi ChaiChai FoundationFoundation
United Synagogue and United Synagogue and URJURJ’’ss
bibliographiesbibliographies
Movement pressesMovement presses
Suggestions Suggestions 

 
 
How do you go about knowing what the library needs?  
This is the part that’s up to you, the librarians.  Below is a short bibliography of some sources 
but now you must create your lists. 
Ask your friends, attend workshops and join appropriate organizations. 
The URJ and United Synagogue both have excellent home library bibliographies which can be 
helpful for libraries.   
All four movements have publishing arms which publish their siddurim, chumashim, etc.  
All four also have lists of resources and publications specific to the movements. 
 
 


